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It’s been two weeks since I’m back in the Philippines. I didn’t sleep the night before my flight to Manila 
so that I could do so during the entire plane ride. With all of this sleeping, I barely even had the time 
to reflect on the new journey I was engaging in. Luckily, the smell of the various meals never failed to 
wake me up and I took advantage of these few moments to think and take the measure of this trip. A 
couple of months ago, I was offered a job in a foundation in Paris. Good pay, interesting position, and 
the holy-grail of all French job-seekers: a CDI (permanent contract)! I however declined the offer and 
instead embarked on a journey as an international solidarity volunteer (VSI) working for an NGO called 
Life Project For Youth (LP4Y). I had met former volunteers while living in Manila one year ago and had 
attended some of their events. At the time I remember thinking that their mission, the professional 
and social inclusion of excluded youths, was not only very ambitious but also extremely crucial. The 
young people of today have an important impact of what will be the world of tomorrow. If we keep 
them outside the inclusion loop, they will remain in the vicious circle of poverty, violence, drugs and 
disillusionment that keeps them from mastering their own lives. The mission of LP4Y is thus to 
empower young adults coming from the most difficult background through a one-year program during 
which they are prepared (and challenged) to enter the professional world. They are given English and 
IT classes, trained on professional communication, and made responsible for a micro-economic activity 
that teaches them how a business is run; thereby preparing them for their future integration in 
companies. I thought this was a very innovative way of empowering these young people. I however 
noticed that it was not only the excluded youth that seemed empowered but also the young volunteers 
working with them. They all beamed with positivity and love for their mission. When I later started 
thinking about the project of going back abroad as VSI, LP4Y became the obvious organization I wanted 
to have this experience with. A quick call with Jean-Marc, the founder of LP4Y, confirmed this match 
and I was thus assigned the mission of Partnership Project Leaders. As such, my mission would be to 
assist and support the development of an ecosystem of companies eager to champion LP4Y’s project 
of youth inclusion.  
 
The plane finally touches down Manila ground. I am surprised to realize that I am still familiar with the 
sounds, the chaos and the smiling faces surrounding us. I feel like I am home again. As the other new 
volunteers and I set foot outside the airport, a beautiful welcome in the country is already awaiting. 
Indeed, a typical Manila sunset is firing up the sky with spectacular colors. But it’s already time for our 
first challenge as new volunteers: finding the Entrepreneurs House (EH)! We all cram into an Uber and 
announce the address to the driver. We pass by gigantic suspended highways and join the evening 
traffic dominated by jeepneys, these former American military vehicles turned into public 
transportation that are in effect rolling works of art. When the GPS guides the driver into a tiny and 
dark street, the driver has a moment of hesitation “Are you sure you have the right address?”. We 
confirm, and he hesitantly drives deeper into the popular area that we will soon call home. At this hour 
of the night, there are many people outside, playing basketball in the street, discussing with their 
neighbors, doing their laundry or their dishes on large shared plastic buckets. People do not seem to 
notice this big car full of foreigners with eyes wide open and keep walking lazily in the middle of the 
street. When it becomes nearly impossible to adventure further without hitting anybody (or one of 
the many wandering dogs or roosters), we ask the driver to stop and we continue on foot. We pull our 
heavy suitcases up an even more tiny street where, in typical Filipino fashion, people have set an open-
air karaoke to share their (more or less in tune) singing with the whole world. I can’t help but smile 
and already feel tenderness towards all my future neighbors. I am so happy to be living in such a lively 
and colorful community! We are welcomed at the EH by the current coach of the program, Pierre, who 
leads us to our rooms. I am assigned a room which I will be sharing with five other volunteers. 
Promiscuity with others is the second challenge us, new volunteers, will have to completely embrace 



during these two welcome weeks. Before going to their respective countries, all the new volunteers 
assigned to the Philippines, Vietnam and Indonesia gather in the EH in Manila for two weeks of training. 
During these “Welcome Weeks”, the LP4Y pedagogy is presented to us. After putting our luggage 
down, we are invited to go on the rooftop for dinner. I discover this amazing place from where we can 
not only watch (and hear!) the planes landing in the nearby airport, but from where we have a very 
good view on the skyline of the two business districts of Makati and the Fort. This is the beauty of this 
location: we are located in a popular area from where we have the most beautiful view on the 
corporate “included” world. I remember feeling bemused by this constant show of sounds from the 
passing planes and the shining lights from the faraway buildings. That night, we are very lucky. Indeed, 
one of the current volunteers in the Philippines is leaving soon for Vietnam and she invited the youth 
she coached, and that had already found a decent job (they are called the STARS), to dinner. She hadn’t 
expected that there would be so many of us! Our jetlagged team is thus thrown into the middle of a 
joyous dinner animated by conversations between the youths and volunteers. When I hear them 
speak, it is hard to conceive that these young Filipinos come from the most excluded backgrounds. 
They talk with such ease and confidence! I don’t know their personal stories, but I imagine they had to 
go through many hardships before ending up where they are today, and I can sense their pride when 
they describe their jobs. I am also very impressed with the vibrant and communicative positivity that 
emanates from the current volunteers. They are all smiles and kindness towards us, the enthusiastic 
but slightly disoriented and very exhausted new comers. Luckily, the Welcome Weeks will officially 
start in one day, leaving us the time to gather our spirit and catch up on precious sleep.  
 
The first day we are briefed on what is poverty, exclusion and inclusion. As per the UN, people living 
in extreme poverty are defined as earning less than 1,9 USD a day. LP4Y will be working with young 
people aged 17 to 24 who come from the extreme poverty section of society. They decided to focus 
on young people for two reasons. First, because adolescence is a turning point during which one can 
still be trained and groomed to enter the decent professional world, and second, because very few 
non-governmental organisations in effect focus on this very important fringe of the population. The 
energetic country coordinators leading the training session remind us that it is our role to break the 
wall between the excluded and the included worlds. They stress that it is thus very important not to 
judge and fall into the easy pattern of putting everyone and everything into “boxes”, be it for the poor 
or for the rich. We are then introduced to the LP4Y “motto” which is the famous “Let it Go” (and no, 
this is not the Disney song) or “Lâchez Prise” in French. The principle is simple: in order to understand 
the poor, we have to get close to them and the way they live. As such, we are encouraged to live simply 
and to let go of many of the comforts we are used to during our time as volunteers. Indeed, the centers 
in which we will be living all provide the basic comforts: security, electricity, water, privacy and an 
internet connection. It is however clear that they shouldn’t sport conditions considered as “luxury” 
such as the air condition, hot water, latest designed furniture and…tranquility. The noise is in fact 
everywhere and constant. I myself feel like I am already used to the perpetual barking of the dogs, the 
awakening of the roosters, the singing of the neighbors and the passing of the planes.  
 
The following day, we are split in three groups and sent to different Life Project Centers (LPCs) around 
Manila. I spent the first two days in Calauan, which is where LP4Y is currently building an ecological 
“Green Village” in the Laguna region. I was of course happy to spend some time away from the hustle 
and bustle of Manila and be able to breathe the fresh air of the Calauan jungle. But what stroke me 
the most was the high level of engineering showcased by the volunteers, the youth and the workers 
to produce such beautiful bamboo constructions without using any nails! The village is located within 
a relocation area where the city of Manila sends the people they frequently displace to free space for 
their development projects. Thousands of families are dropped in quickly-built houses in the middle of 
nowhere. Far from any economic activities, the people living in these relocation sites often feel 
“abandoned” and usually end up going back to the city in order to keep feeding their families. The 
project of LP4Y is ambitious: building an eco-friendly village that provides a pole of economic activities 
in the region by employing the local construction workers and absorbing their children in their 



coaching programs. They have been working on this pilot project for four years and have gradually 
gained the trust of the surrounding community, which now completely supports the initiative. If 
working with the excluded is rewarding on the long run, it can however sometimes be punctually 
complicated. When we arrive on the site that day, the coaches inform us that three of their youths 
have been caught drinking alcohol during work hours on the construction site. They will thus need to 
be talked to during the day and expelled for a couple of weeks. During the one-year program, LP4Y 
acts as a full-fledged company and apply strict professional rules that need to be respected. This is so 
that these youths, who have never been used to evolve in a framed structure, get used to the 
professional behavior that will be expected from them when entering a company. When a youth makes 
a mistake, he or she is encouraged to acknowledge, repair and apologize. When the mistakes become 
too frequent and important, they are suspended for various amount of time (1 week, 1 month 
depending on the gravity etc.) after which they are always given the opportunity to come back. That 
morning, on top of the drinking issue, another problem of miscommunication arises. Half of the youth 
didn’t show up to their IT training in the university on the morning. This created confusion and tensions 
within the team. On the afternoon, most of the youths are thus grumpy and less than motivated to 
listen to the training on communication that a volunteer is giving them. As part of our observation 
mission, we assist to the training in order to better understand the way LP4Y works and deals with the 
young people they support. I am very impressed with the coach who, despite the electric atmosphere 
between the youths, kept smiling and stuck to the objectives of her training. She was able to 
demonstrate both the caring needed for the youth to feel comfortable and the exigency requested for 
them to abide by LP4Y professional framework. After the training, the two coaches gathered the 
youths and had a debrief about what had happened during the day. Again, I was very impressed with 
the calm but firm way with which they handled the discussions. They asked for the facts and then 
worked with the youth on solutions. They suggested that the most senior youths (the managers in the 
team) think of ways for this kind of problem not to happen again. At some point, however, tensions 
between two youths flared up and a fight broke. The two coaches quickly controlled the situation by 
separating the youths and reminding them that there were more important issues at stakes. Soon, 
tensions had disappeared, and all the youth went back home as if nothing had happened. On my end, 
I felt very thankful for this very insightful day in the life of a coach. This was my first encounter with 
the LP4Y youth and it reminded me of why we were doing this and made me realize the breadth of the 
work to be done for them to be able to integrate the professional world.  
 
The day after, we transferred to a center in Commonwealth, Quezon City, which the current volunteers 
were preparing to leave to move to a slum area called Payatas. Since living in Commonwealth, they 
had noticed that the level of life around them had raised and that it was increasingly difficult to recruit 
young people coming from the most excluded backgrounds. Since it is very important for LP4Y to live 
near the people they serve, they had decided to move to a huge slum area further up North, known 
for its dumping site and the many scavengers living off of it. The current volunteers gave us a simple 
mission: go and meet the community which LP4Y will soon be part of. They wanted us to talk to the 
people, get to know the community as well as the area in order to better understand where the 
greatest needs where. On the morning, armed with our eagerness and the organization’s famous blue 
polos, we entered the slum area and quickly understood that LP4Y indeed had made a good decision 
by coming here. It was indeed very poor, there was trash everywhere, the housings were nothing more 
than just a couple of rusty sheets of corrugated irons put together. People were wearing dirty clothes 
and some of them were sleeping in huge hollow cement cylinders. We noticed however that the 
deeper we went into the slum, the more organized it seemed to get. There were cemented roads, 
some of the housings were decent, there were small “sari-sari” stores everywhere etc. Even the 
community life seemed vibrant, there were many basketball courts, churches, schools, government 
programs and livelihood projects inside the slum. Unlike in the EH where people are used to see 
foreigners around, we were huge novelties in Payatas and children kept following us and, once more 
comfortable, kept pushing for us to play with them. People were very friendly and invited us into their 
homes. Even though their housing was very simple, we noticed that it was always very clean and well 



decorated. We asked a lot of questions. We learnt that the dumping site had been closed one year ago 
and that it had led many of the scavengers to move to another and further dumping site. It had had a 
big impact on the community since it was harder and harder for the people living in it to find jobs. We 
learnt that many youths were out of schools and that some of them had fallen into drugs. People had 
no idea what LP4Y was and many of them asked us if we were missionaries. Indeed, our blue polos 
uniform could lead to confusion. We spent some time explaining that LP4Y was indeed not religious 
and that we were an NGO that soon would be moving into the area. At some point, the roles were 
reversed when a journalism student, who had been following us since the start, finally gathered the 
courage to ask one of the volunteer if she could interview her. This was a very funny moment, 
especially as the questions got weirder and weirder. In the end, Alexia was even asked “Do you think 
there is intelligent life on earth?”. She had to think for a good minute before being able to formulate 
an answer. This experience in the slum of Payatas taught me that, despite living in a slum and in 
extreme poverty, people kept a vivid community life. I was also struck by their dignity and their 
generosity. Even though we were in one of the poorest area of the country, they never asked for 
money. One woman even offered each of us a bracelet that she was making for her church. I have kept 
this bracelet until now in order to remind me of this eye-opening experience. 
 
I am very glad that we visited the different centers before zooming in on the pedagogy. Because of 
what we had seen in the centers, the pedagogy on the second week took a very concrete turn. We 
learnt about the “Work”, “Learn” and “Guide” pillars on which the LP4Y pedagogy is resting. In the 
program for the youths, 50% of the time is consecrated to “Work” during which the youth learn how 
to run and manage a micro business activity in a team (selling healthy snacks, producing handicrafts, 
etc.), 30% to “Learn” for all the English, IT and professional communication trainings and 20% for the 
“Guide” during which the coach gives collective guidance (ie. Honesty, or the importance of being on 
time etc.) as well as individual guidance regarding each youth’s career plan (Life Project Plan). They 
also clarified the coach posture and the importance of coherence between our attitude and our 
message. We then focused on each of the four missions of the coach: organization and management, 
coaching pedagogy, micro economic initiative and partnerships. My own mission as Partnership Project 
Leader will be to accompany the coaches on their approach with companies. We also talked about the 
very innovative concept of the Life Project Money (LPM), which is a small allowance given to the youth 
every week during the one-year program so that they can focus on their training. The money they 
receive is more than the 1,9 USD extreme poverty threshold but less than the minimum wage in order 
to encourage them to get a decent job and not extend their time within LP4Y. The Life Project Money 
is constituted of the Allowance, the money they use for their daily needs for which they have to 
produce a budget, and of the Savings which is the portion which is kept apart in order to help them 
once they are looking for a job. I am honestly impressed with the level of thinking that has been put 
into the whole LP4Y pedagogy aimed at one and unique goal: integrating excluded youth into the 
professional world. I also realized the level of professionalism which the LP4Y “staff” (ie. Volunteers) 
displays in their daily work. On our last day, we were introduced to the famous “Drive”, which is a 
collaborative way of working for all the LP4Y volunteers around the world. My limited understanding 
of this tool was exposed for all to see very quickly. One of the first thing Inès told us about the Drive 
was that we should never ever, ever, ever, ever delete any document as it would mean that it would 
be lost forever (or very hard to find again). I thus kept repeating myself “No Delete, no delete, no 
delete, no delete”. At some point, I followed her instructions on how to create a document. When it 
was done, she asked me to delete it as this was just for the purpose of the training and should not be 
in the Drive. Panic. I gathered my courage and right clicked on the document and moved it to the trash. 
Pouf, gone. Perfect. Done. I can breathe again. I then decided that I wanted to check if it had landed 
in my trash. I saw a big trash icon on top of my tool bar and naturally, like night butterflies are attracted 
to light, I clicked on that BIG. TRASH. ICON. Then, nothing happened. Mmh? Weird. This is when I 
noticed that one of the big folders that used to be listed had disappeared. My heart missed a beat. 
“No, no, no, no. This can’t be happening, where is it?” But it had disappeared for good. By clicking on 
the BIG. TRASH. ICON., I hadn’t gone into my Trash folder as intended but had in effect deleted one 



the biggest folder of LP4Y. I was already thinking that I would be banned and that I would need to go 
back home with the weight of my shame for having discarded years of work in one SINGE. STUPID. 
CLICK. I quickly informed Inès who remained calm and reinsured me. “Don’t worry, we are going to 
find it. It might take time but we will find it”. She couldn’t find it on her computer. I was sweating like 
hell and was praying hard for the folder to reappear somewhere. Luckily, Arnaud was able to quickly 
locate it and restore it. Ouf. I could breathe again and for good this time. This had been the most 
stressful 15 minutes of the entire two weeks. A learning experience, indeed, which I later shared with 
the rest of the volunteers during the training about the Drive. DO. NOT. TOUCH. THIS. BIG. BRIGHT. 
SHINY. TRASH. ICON. FORGET. ABOUT. IT.  
 
It is now the end of these two Welcome Weeks and, even though I am sad to see my co-volunteers 
leave, I feel happy. I know that there will be great challenges ahead and I can’t wait to tackle them. 
The purpose of my mission is very clear to me and I am ready to work in order to build a world of youth 
inclusion. 
 
Thanks to all of the volunteers and the coordos for these amazing Welcome Weeks!  
 
 
 
 
 

 


